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THE ASYMPTOTIC FORM OF SOLUTION OF THEBOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR SINGULARPERTURBED QUASILINEAR PARABOLICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
AbstractIn the rectangular domain the boundary value problem for second orderquasilinear parabolic di�erential equation, containing small parameter at olderderivatives has been considered. With the help of the corresponding iterationprocesses the asymptotic form of solution by small parameter with any accuracyis constructed and the remainder term is estimated.

Many works are devoted to construction of asymptotic form of solution of di�er-ent boundary value problems for linear di�erential equations with small parameterat older derivatives. The works devoted to nonlinear di�erential equations are few.Here we should mark the works [1]-[8].In the present work in the rectangle D = f(t; x) j0 < t < T ; 0 < x < 1g thefollowing boundary value problem is considered
L"u � @u@t � "2k+1 @@x

�@u@x
�2k+1 � "@2u@x2 + a@u@x + F (t; x; u) = 0; (1)

u jt=0 = 0; (0 � x � 1) ; (2)
ux=0 = u jx=0 = 0; (0 � t � T ) ; (3)where " > 0 is a small parameter, k is an arbitrary natural number, a > 0 is aconstant, F (t; x; u) is a given su�ciently smooth function satisfying the condition

@F (t; x; u)@u � 2 > 0; (t; x; u) 2 �D � (�1;+1) : (4)
Following [9], it is possible to approve that there exists a unique generalizedsolution of problem (1)-(3) in the class L2k+2[0; T ; �W2k+2(0; 1)]. If F (t; x; o) � 0,then problem (1)-(3) has only trivial solution. Therefore, let us assume, that

F (t; x; o) 6� 0; (t; x) 2 �D: (5)
In the work [5] �rst members of the asymptotics of the solution of problem(1)-(3) by the small parameter were constructed. The present work is devoted toconstruction of complete asymptotics of the solution of problem (1)-(3).Two iteration processes are realized for construction of the asymptotics.In the �rst iteration process we'll search an approximate solution of equation(1)in the form: W = W0 + "W1 + :::+ "nWn; (6)
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where the functions Wi(t; x); i = 0; 1; :::; n will be chosen such that

L"W = 0 �"n+1� : (7)
Substitute (6) in (1) and equating members with the same degrees ", we'll obtainfor the de�nition Wi the following equations:

@W0@t + a@W0@x + F (t; x;W0) = 0; (8)
@Wi@t + a@Wi@x + @F (t; x;W0)@W0 Wi = Hi (W0;W1; :::;Wi�1) ; (9)

where the functions Hi depend only on W0;W1; :::;Wi�1; i = 1; 2; :::; n; and theirderivatives by x. Formulae for the functions Hi it is possible to write out evidentlybut they are su�ciently cumbrous.We'll solve equations (8), (9) at the following boundary conditions:
W0 jt=0 = 0 ; W0 jx=0 = 0 ; (10)

Wi jt=0 = 0 ; Wi jx=0 = 0 ; i = 1; 2; :::; n: (11)(8), (10) we'll call a degenerate problem, corresponding to problem (1)-(3).The question on the existence, uniqueness and smoothness of solution of thedegenerate problem is solved with the help of the following theorem.Theorem 1. Let function F (t; x;W0) 2 C2n+2 � �D � (�1;+1)� be such thatit and all its derivatives vanish as x = at and satisfy the conditions (4), (5).Then there exists a unique solution of problem (8), (10), such that the functionW0(t; x) has continuous derivatives to (2n+ 2)th order inclusively, which vanish forx = at.Proof. When the function F (t; x;W0) linearly depends on W0 i.e.
F (t; x;W0) = b (t; x)W0 � f(t; x); (b(t; x) > 0)

we can write the solution of problem (8), (10) in the explicit form:
W0 =

8>>>><
>>>>:

1a
xR
0f
�1a (at� x+ �) ; �� exp��1a

xR
�

b�1a (at� x+ �) ; �� d�� d�; x < at;
tR
0f (� ; x� at+ a�) exp�� tR

�

b (�; x� at+ a�) d�� d�; x > at:
(12)

Following (12), it is easy to see, that the derivatives W0 (t; x) can have ordinarydiscontinuities x = at.In the case of nonlinear dependence of the function F (t; x;W0) from W0 we cande�ne the solution of problem (8), (10) by the following way:W0 = W01 as x < at and W0 = W02 as x > at where W01 and W02 are thesolutions of the following problems, respectively:
@W01@t + a@W01@x + F (t; x;W01) = 0; (x < at) ; W01 jx=0 = 0 ; (0 � t � T ) ; (13)
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@W02@t + a@W02@x + F (t; x;W02) = 0; (x > at) ; W02 jt=0 = 0 ; (0 � x � 1) : (14)
Replacing x0 = x; t0 = at� x we'll reduce problem (13) to the following form:

dW01dx0 = F1 �x0; t0;W01� ; �0 < x0 � 1� ; (15)
W01 jx0=0 = 0: (16)Equation (16) is an ordinary di�erential equation with respect to x0 where t0 is aparameter (0 � t0 � aT ). The existence of a unique local solution of problem (15),(16) is obvious. Besides, using condition (4), it is easy to give a priory estimate ofthe possible solution. This estimation allows to continue the existing local solutionon all D1 = f(t; x) 2 �D jx � atg.Problem (14) is solved similarly. To study the di�erential properties of thesolution of problem (8), (10) on the line segment x = at, which is inside of therectangle �D, we'll represent it in the following form:

W0 (t; x) =
8>>>><>>>>:
�1a xR0F

�t� 1ax+ 1a�; � ;W0� d�; x < at;
� tR0F (� ; x� at+ a�;W0) d�; x > at:

From the last equality it follows that W0 2 C � �D�, but the derivatives W0 (t; x)can have ordinary discontinuous as x = at. Both in linear and in a nonlinear case, ifF (t; x;W0) 2 C2n+2 � �D � (�1; +1)�, the function F and all its derivatives vanishas x = at; (t; x) 2 �D; then solution of problem (8), (10) is 2n+2 times continuouslydi�erentiable in �D.Theorem 1 is proved.Problems (9), (11) from which the linear functions Wi; i = 1; 2; :::; n; will besequently de�ned are linear. The solutions of these problems are written out inthe explicit form. Note, that from Wi 2 C2(n�i)+2 � �D� ; i = 0; 1; :::; n it followsW 2 C2( �D).The constructed approximate solution W doesn't satisfy, generally speaking theboundary conditions at x = 1. Thus, ful�lling the second iteration process, to thefunction W we'll add the function
V = V0 + "V1 + ::::+ "n+1Vn+1; (17)

of a boundary layer type close to the boundary x = 1 such that the obtained sum~u = W + V satis�es the boundary condition
(W + V ) jx=1 = 0: (18)

Moreover, by choosing V we should also provide for ful�lment of the equality
L";1 (W + V )� L";1W = 0 �"n+1� ; (19)
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where L";1 is a new splitting of the operator L" close to the boundary x=1.To write new splitting of the operator L" we'll replace the coordinates 1�x = " � .Consider the auxiliary function

r = n+1X
j=0"jrj (t; �) ;

where rj(t; �) are some functions, de�ned close to the boundary x = 1. Writing theexpansion L" (r) in the coordinates (t; �), we obtain:
L";1 (r) � �"�1( @@�

�@r0@�
�2k+1 + @2r0@�2 + a@r0@� +

+n+1X
j=1"j

"(2k + 1) @@�
 �@r0@�

�2k @rj@�
!+ @2rj@�2 + a@rj@� +

+�j (t; � ; r0; r1; ::; rj�1)] + 0 �"n+2�	 ; (20)where �j are the known functions, dependent on the t; � ; r0; r1; :::; rj�1 and their�rst and second derivatives. Expanding each function Wi (t; 1� "�) by Taylor'sformula at the point (t; 1) we obtain new expansion in powers of " of the functionW , constructed in the �rst iteration process.Thus,
W = n+1X

j=0"j!j(t; �) + 0 �"n+2� ; (21)
where !0 = W0 (t; 1) doesn't depend on � ; and other functions !k are de�ned by theformulae !k = X

i+j=k (�1)i @
iWj (t; 1)@xi � i; k = 1; 2; :::; n+ 1:

From (17)-(21) it follows, that the functions Vj included to the �rst part of (17)are the solutions of the following problems, respectively:
@@�
�@V0@�

�2k+1 + @2V0@�2 + a@V0@� = 0; (22)
V0 j�=0 = '0(t); lim�!+1V0 = 0; (23)

(2k + 1) @@�
"�@V0@�

�2k @Vj@�
#+ @2Vj@�2 + a@Vj@� +

+�j (t; � ; V0 + !0; V1 + !1; ::; Vj�1 + !j�1)� �j (t; � ; !0; !1; ::; !j�1) = 0; (24)
Vj j�=0 = 'j(t); lim�!+1Vj = 0; ; j = 1; 2; :::; n+ 1; (25)
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where 'j (t) = �Wj jx=1 ; j = 0; 1; :::; n; 'n+1 (t) � 0:

The following theorem is true.Theorem 2. At any �xed value t 2 [0; T ] problem (22), (23) has a unique so-lution which is in�nitely di�erentiable with respect to � and has continuous deriva-tives by t to the (2n+ 2)th order inclusively, such that the function V0 (t; �) and itsderivatives exponentially tend to zero as � ! +1.Proof. Integrating both sides of equation (22) and denoting @V0@� = P , we'llobtain V0 = c1(t)� 1a �P 2k+1 + P� ;
where c1 (t) doesn't depend on � . Having di�erentiated the last equality with respectto P , we'll obtain the equation

P d�dP = �1a h(2k + 1)P 2k + 1i ;
where variables are divided. Integrating this equation we have

� = c2(t)� 1a
�2k + 12k P 2k + ln jP j� :

De�ning c1 (t) ; c2 (t) from boundary conditions (23), we obtain the solution ofproblem (22), (23) in the parametric form
� = ln ����P0P

���� 1a + 2k + 12ak �P 2k0 � P 2k� ; V0 = �1a �P 2k+1 + P� ; (26)
where P0(t) is a real root of the algebraic equation P 2k+1 + P + a'(t) = 0.Using an explicit form of the solution V0 it is possible to prove, that the functionV0 and its derivatives exponentially decrease as � ! +1.Theorem 2 is proved.The following theorem holds.Theorem 3. At any �xed value t 2 [0; T ] problems (24), (25) have uniquesolutions, and the following estimates are true:����@kVj@�k

���� � Ce�a� �a0 + a1� + a2�2 + :::aj� j� ; (27)
where C; a0; a1; :::; aj are nonnegative constants, j = 1; 2; :::; n+ 1; k = 0; 1; :::.Proof. First of all we'll remark, that we can write down equation (24) in thefollowing form @@�

�g (t; �) @Vj@�
�+ a@Vj@� = hj (t; �) ; (28)

where g(t; �) = (2k + 1)�@V0@�
�2k + 1; hj(t; �) are the known functions.
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Integrating the both sides of equation (28) we have

g(t; �)@Vj@� + aVj = �Z
0 hj(t; �)d� + c1 (t) ; (29)

where c1(t) doesn't depend on � . Since we search the solution of equation (24),tending zero as � ! +1; then we should choose c1 (t), so that the right hand-sideof equation (29) vanish as � ! +1. Thus, problems (24), (25) are reduced to theproblem
g(t; �)@Vj@� + aVj = �+1Z

� hj(t; �)d�; (30)
Vj j�=0 = 'j(t): (31)The solutions of problems (30), (31) have the form:

Vj =
24'j(t)� �Z

0 g
�1 (t; z)

0@+1Z
z hj (t; �) d�

1A exp
0@a zZ

0 g
�1 (t; �) d�

1A dz
35�

� exp
0@�a �Z

0 g
�1 (t; �) d�

1A : (32)
For the proof of estimations (27) we should use the explicit form of the righthand-sides of equations (24). For example, for j = 1, the right hand-side of (24) hasthe form:
h1 = (2k + 1) @@�

"�@V0@�
�2k @!1@�

#� @V0@t � F (t; 1; !0 + V0) + F (t; 1; !0) : (33)
Knowing the estimations by theorem 2 for V0; @V0@� it is possible to prove, thatthe function h1 de�ned by formula (33) satis�es the estimation

jh1j � Ce�a� : (34)
Using estimation (34) and explicit form of g(t; �) we obtain:������
�Z
0 g

�1 (t; z)
0@+1Z

z h (t; �) d�
1A exp

0@a zZ
0 g

�1 (t; �) d�
1A dz

������ � a1� ; (a1 > 0) : (35)
Then, taking into account (34), (35) in (32) as j = 1, we have:

jV1j � C (a0 + a1�) e�a� :@V1@� is estimated by the following way
����@V1@�

���� � a jV1j+
������
+1Z
� h1 (t; �) d�

������ � C (a0 + a1�) e�a� :
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The estimations for higher derivatives V1 by � are proved similarly.The proof of estimations (27) for all the functions V2; V3; :::; Vn+1 is also realizedsequently by the similar way, but every time we should take into account the explicitform of the functions h2; h3; :::; hn+1.Theorem 3 is proved.Theorem 2 and theorem 3 allow to construct the functions Vj ; j = 0; 1; :::; n+1.Multiplying all functions Vj by smoothing factor, and for the obtained new functionswe'll keep the previous denotation.Thus, the sum ~u = W + V which satisfy boundary conditions (3) is obtained

(W + V ) jx=0 = 0; (W + V ) jx=1 = 0: (36)
In order this sum satisfy also the initial condition (2), it is su�cient to ful�ll theequalities Vj jt=0 = 0; j = 0; 1; :::; n+ 1: (37)It is proved, that when the function F (t; x; u) satis�es the condition

@kF (t; 1; 0)@tk
����t=0 = 0; k = 0; 1; :::; n; (38)

then equalities (37) are true.Denoting the di�erence u�~u = z, we'll obtain the following asymptotic expansionof the solution of problem (1)-(3):
u = nX

i=0"iWi + n+1X
i=0"jWj + z; (39)

where z is a reminder term.From (2), (3), (6), (17), (36), (37), (39) it follows that z satis�es the followingconditions. z jt=0 = 0; z jx=0 = z jx=1 = 0: (40)Adding equalities (7) and (19) we'll obtain that ~u satis�es the equation:
L"~u = 0 �"n+1� : (41)

Subtracting (42) from (1), scalarly multiplying both parts of the obtained equal-ity by z = u � ~u; and, integrating both parts taking into account conditions (40),after de�nite transformations, we'll obtain the estimation
"2k+1ZD

Z �@z@x
�2k+2 dtdx+"ZD

Z �@z@x
�2 dtdx+C1ZD

Z z2dtdx � C2"2(n+1); (42)
where C1 > 0; C2 > 0 are constants, independent of ".Uniting all obtained results we obtain the following statements.Theorem 4. Let the function F (t; x; u) 2 C2n+2 � �D � (�1;+1)� and itsderivatives to the (2n+ 2)th order vanish x = at, satisfy the conditions (4), (5),(38). Then for the generalized solution of problem (1)-(3) asymptotical representa-tion (39) holds, where the functions Wj are de�ned by the �rst iteration process, Vi
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is a function of boundary layer type close to the boundary x = 1, that are de�nedby the second iteration process, and a z is a remainder term, for which estimation(42) is true.
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